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The diffusion of thin walled profiles had a strong impulse in the last decades due to
their characteristics: low strength/weigth ratio, easy of transport, easy of manufacture
and assembly. However these elements have complex behavior, including in-plane section
distortion, and are prone to instability problems. A significant amount of research has
been spent toward the development of analysis tools, which combine the easy usage and
good predictive capabilities, to evaluate the structural behavior of structural systems
that use thin walled profiles. In the 80’s, Schardt proposed the Generalized Beam Theory
(GBT) [1] that can be viewed as a generalization of the Vlasov theory [2] able to take
into account in-plane cross-section distortions. Recently, many authors have contributed
to the improvement of the GBT by adding non-linear effects for the analysis of buckling
problems [3] or applying the GBT to analyze cold-formed roof systems [4]. Silvestre and
Camotim, moreover, were the first that removed the Vlasov constraint introducing the
shear deformation [5] and analized composite thin walled beams in the GBT.

In this context, a mixed stress finite element for GBT is proposed in this work. The
starting point is the new formulation of the GBT, recently proposed in [6], that allows to
recover classical beam theories and distinguish them from higher order contributions due
to distortional in-plane deformations. The variational framework is given by the Hellinger-
Reissner variational principle: the kinematics is ruled by edge nodal parameters and an
isostatic stress description is assumed. In particular, both static and kinematic fields
are developed basing on a linear elastic analytical solution of GBT equations, assuming
zero distributed loads and simplified constitutive equations. Numerical results show that
the element is very accurate, also on coarse meshes, and appears suitable for an effective
reusing in geometrically nonlinear analyses by a corotational approach [7, 8].
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